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 From VOP Alpha Co Team Pulaski Facebook Feeds - 
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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  

 
Bible Verses Psalm 35 
Psa 35:1 [[A Psalm of David.]] Plead my cause, O LORD, with them that strive with 
me: fight against them that fight against me. 
Psa 35:2 Take hold of shield and buckler, and stand up for mine help. 
Psa 35:3 Draw out also the spear, and stop the way against them that persecute 
me: say unto my soul, I am thy salvation. 
Psa 35:4 Let them be confounded and put to shame that seek after my soul: let 
them be turned back and brought to confusion that devise my hurt. 
Psa 35:5 Let them be as chaff before the wind: and let the angel of the LORD 
chase them. 
Psa 35:6 Let their way be dark and slippery: and let the angel of the LORD 
persecute them. 
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Psa 35:7 For without cause have they hid for me their net in a pit, which without 
cause they have digged for my soul. 
Psa 35:8 Let destruction come upon him at unawares; and let his net that he hath 
hid catch himself: into that very destruction let him fall. 
Psa 35:9 And my soul shall be joyful in the LORD: it shall rejoice in his salvation. 

 
George Soros Complains: ‘Everything That Could Go Wrong, Has Gone Wrong’ 

06/09/2018--George Soros, the billionaire 
investor and liberal donor, sat in his hotel suite by 
Lake Zurich this week, lamenting the turn much 
of the world has taken in recent years: 
"Everything that could go wrong, has gone 
wrong." 
His favored presidential candidate, Hillary 
Clinton, lost to President Donald Trump, 
whose "America First" platform runs counter 
to the globalism Soros embraces. Trump, he 

said, "is willing to destroy the world." The European Union, which Soros once 
hoped would be so successful that he could end his charitable work in the region, 
is contending with the impending loss of Britain and a rise of anti-immigrant 
sentiment. And Soros himself has emerged as a political target in elections from 
Hungary to California, where his donations have been used as a cudgel against the 
causes he supports. Soros, who plans to spend at least $15 million in 2018 races, has 
already faced some setbacks this cycle. His bid to replace several district attorneys in 
California with challengers seeking changes to the criminal justice system was largely 
unsuccessful in Tuesday's elections. "We ran into a brick wall in California," he said. 
His New York-based Open Society Foundations now spends $940 million a year in 
100 countries. In the United States, the Open Society spends $150 million a year 
financing groups such as the American Civil Liberties Union and Planned 
Parenthood. 
This week, Putin suggested that Soros' spending around the world resembles the kind 
of political interference that U.S. intelligence officials blame on Russia. 
"He intervenes in things all over the world," Putin told Austrian television. "But the State 
Department will tell you that it has nothing to do with that, that this is the personal 
business of Mr. Soros." 
Elsewhere in Europe, Soros has also come under attack. This year, Viktor Orban, the 
right-wing prime minister of Hungary, won re-election after charging that Soros wanted 
to flood Europe with Muslim invaders. Orban said one of his first efforts would be to 
pass a "Stop Soros" bill, aimed at cracking down on organizations he views as 
countering his agenda. "I'm proud of my enemies," Soros said. "When I look at the 
enemies I have all over the world, I must be doing something right." 
George Soros recently lamented the rise of President Trump and anti-establishment 
parties across the globe, saying “everything that could go wrong, has gone wrong.” 
Soros made the comment in an interview with The Washington Post published 
Saturday. He also said that he did not expect Trump’s election, saying, “Apparently, I 
was living in my own bubble.” 
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George Soros Loses Millions In California Elections 
Money can’t buy everything. Ask New York billionaire and former Nazi collaborator 
George Soros who poured millions of dollars, along with other donors attempting to 
“buy” would-be progressive prosecutors in California. 
Soros’ attempt to reshape California’s criminal justice system with far-left leaning 
candidates in Tuesday’s midterm election, took a decisive hit with most suffering crucial 
loses. 
The 87-year old mogul and Chairman of Soros Fund Management, is reputed to be 
worth in excess of 25 billion dollars, spending untold millions in support of far left 
organizations and radical progressive causes. 

 
Steve Hilton: Trump’s criticism of G-7 is ‘unprecedented’ scream the elite -- 
That’s the whole point of Trump!  
You know you’re getting somewhere when your opponents are all attacking you 
in the same way. 
So President Trump should feel a strong sense of satisfaction with a job well 
done after leaving the slightly pointless Group of Seven (G-7) summit in Canada 
on Saturday for another likely far more consequential summit in Singapore with 
North Korea dictator Kim Jong Un. 
The U.S. president’s critics are all using identical language in their denunciations of his 
policy positions. 
The complaints from U.S. allies over President Trump’s trade policies is that these 
polices are “unprecedented.” They say he is undermining the “rules-based international 
order.” 
That, as far as the global foreign policy establishment is concerned, is all you 
need to say. End of discussion. Notice that they don’t actually engage with the 
substance of President Trump’s arguments at all. 
We hear these criticisms from the pompous pearl-clutchers of the international 
elite. These include: 
· World leaders with their bland communiques carefully crafted by time-serving 
bureaucrats who think they really run the show. 
· Arrogant and unaccountable corporate stooges who run globalist multilateral 
institutions like the International Monetary Fund and the European Union. 
· Self-regarding after-dinner pontificators of the Washington think tank circuit who float 
snootily over the real-world catastrophes engendered by their ideology without ever 
acknowledging that it may have even the slightest defect. 
· The gullible commentators and journalists who unquestioningly lap up all this self-
serving elitist Pablum while presenting themselves as fearless pursuers of “the truth.” 

 
Metro Atlanta Sex-Trafficking Sting Rescues 160 Children 
A sting on the sex-trafficking trade in metro Atlanta netted dozens of arrests and the 
rescue of dozens of children forced into sexual servitude, the FBI announced this week. 
Operation Safe Summer was a collaborative effort between the FBI’s Atlanta field office 
and 38 law enforcement agencies in six metro counties. 
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“They are crimes of special concern to law enforcement generally,” “Because the 
victims are so vulnerable as children and because the offenders could be from just 
about any walk of life, from a gang member all the way up to someone who is highly 
successful and wealthy.” 
The sting ended with nearly 160 children rescued, including one as young as 3 years 
old, and nearly 150 arrests, convictions or sentences, officials said. 

 
Child Porn Sting Hits Disney World, Legoland, and Local Boy Scout Parent 
An undercover child pornography sting operation in Polk County, Florida, 
resulted in 11 arrests and 660 felony charges, it was announced Tuesday 
morning. Among those arrested as part of “Operation Guardians of Innocence II” 
were a Disney World employee, a Legoland builder, a former teacher and a 16-
year-old student. 
Related: 
Ruth Bader Ginsburg Trying to DESTROY YOU and Lower Age of Consent to 12!!! 
Planned Parenthood Knowingly Helps Child Sex Traffickers 
Liz Crokin Jun 5, 2018--Child sex trafficking update 

 
Massive Crowds Gather to Hear Geert Wilders Demand Tommy Robinson 
Release...  
Massive crowds turned out in London on Saturday to rally for free speech and 
hear Dutch firebrand Geert Wilders demand the release of Tommy Robinson from 
prison. 
 “Tommy is in jail while the British state looked the other way for years, when 
thousands — thousands — of English children and girls were brutally raped by 
those grooming gangs. 
“They were your daughters. The daughters of the brave Tommies. The daughters 
of the hard-working, decent people of Britain…. 
“But for years, and years, the police, the politicians, the prosecutors did nothing, 
and looked the other way. 
“They refused to listen to the victims. They arrested fathers who tried to liberate 
their daughters. They left children in the hands of those gangs. 
“But Tommy, my friends, Tommy acted. Tommy didn’t look in the other direction. 
He refused to ignore the problem. He gave voice to millions of Britons who were 
abandoned by the authorities. 
“And when Tommy protested, the same authorities could not be fast enough to 
jail him and to gag the media. 
“So I ask you: Do you want to be Britain, or Saudi Arabia? “My friends, it was not 
Tommy who was breaching the peace, it was your government who was 
breaching the peace!” he declared. 
“And we cannot, and we will not, accept it any longer. We want freedom, and it is 
our duty to speak out against rape, against grooming gangs, against Sharia law, 
against barbarism — and we demand the release of Tommy Robinson. 
“So here we stand in full solidarity with Tommy, because, like him, we are sick 
and tired from being silenced. 
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“And I tell you, today we have a message for all the government of the world, and 
our message is: ‘We will not be silenced! We will not be intimidated! And we tell 
the government, we are not afraid of you! “We will never surrender! We will stand 
strong and do our duty, we will defend our civilization, and we will protect our 
people. 
“And I tell you, to the governments, you can throw us in jail, but you will never 
defeat us. 
“Because, my friends, for every Tommy whom you imprison, thousands will rise 
up.” 

 
++ Major Tucson Sex Trafficking Camp-Ties to Clinton Foundation, Rothschild 
and the Ex-President of Mexico’s Son  
The most despicable crime on the face of the earth is child sex trafficking and the 
global elite are involved in controlling the industry in every country. This is a 
byproduct of Agenda 21. This report is not for everyone to view. It is horrific, 
particularly the 10 minutes of video that you will be referred to. 
Word is spreading like wildfire across Arizona. I have about 20 emails advising me of 
sex trafficking camps being discovered in the Tucson area along the I-19 corridor and 
Valencia. 
The MSM is totally ignoring the story, despite overwhelming evidence to 
substantiate the claims and the Independent is still largely unaware of this 
heinous discovery in Southern Arizona. 
The following is a typical email of what I am receiving. 
Hello Dave….I came across this article video. Titus frost on his channel… About how 
the Arizona State Patrol and Tucson Police will not help gather up child 
traffickers and drug trafficking.. you would have to watch this video posted 9 hours 
ago to see what’s going on down in Arizona… Titus Frost in the video titled operation 
Backyard Brawl… Please investigate… Thank you 
EYEWITNESS ACCOUNT’ 
The following is an eyewitness account of an individual who purports to have been to 
one of the camps along I-19 and Valencia. 
The camp was discovered by a group associated with VOP. VOP is a group that patrols 
the streets and tries to rescue veterans who are homeless, drug addicted or impaired in 
some fashion. VOP is reporting on this Sex-Trafficking camp, where children are 
ostensibly used and murdered, has stated that they happened, by chance, into the 
discovery of this camp, from INTEL gathered from their street operations in the search 
for veterans at the camp site when evidence was found that implicated the site as a 
child-sex trafficking site. 
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Here is the link to the video. If you think you have 
the stomach to see the restraints on the trees and 
the Playboy magazine, you can link to it here and 
go the 1:52:00 – 2:02:00 mark. 
From: VOP Alpha Co – Team Pulaski 
June 2 at 1:01pm ·  
++ If you did not get my newsletter I put out on 
6-4-18 go to: End Time Current Events: 6-4-18 
as my newsletter are being heavily censored & 
this is very important information. God bless 
you all! 
In order to provide opportunity for full 
transparency… the dismantling of the Child 
Sex Camp is being postponed for 5 hrs. Come 
out before then. 
Camp will be dismantled with prison cell, all 
children’s items, all physical evidence of 
human trafficking, receipts with dates, and 
bags of human waste collected and delivered 
to DHS once cataloging is completed Monday 
afternoon. 
We are demanding a full investigation into 
Cemex, the Builder, and the Child Sex 
Trafficking. 
We are also demanding an investigation 
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related to the accusation that we staged this. We will fully cooperate. 
You don’t have to trust that we are being honest, you have to trust God, who remains 2 
moves from Checkmate. 
#DoingItRight 
The following post contains a trace of Cemex’s associations and history. 
The Mayor Tucson is implicated by name (ie Rothschild). The Illuminati is implicated. 
The Federal Government is implicated and there has been at least one Federal 
investigation into Cemex, according to Reuters. The following is worth the time and 
effort to decipher. 

 
 

Rothschilds, NXIVM Sex Cult Connected to Alleged Child-Trafficking Bunker 
Found in Tucson 
Source – The Free Thought Project by Jay Syrmopoulos, June 5th, 2018 
As we reported yesterday, a group of veterans known as Veterans on Patrol (VOP), 
which looks for homeless veterans around the area and offers them help to get them on 
their feet, spotted solar lights while on patrol and followed them until stumbling upon an 
underground bunker, that according to the group, is being used for child trafficking. 
“The solar lights are what gave it away,” said Lewis Arthur. “If we hadn’t been walking 
on the right trail we would have never seen it, we would have walked right past it.” 
When the veteran group reached the site, what they found was truly ominous. 
Around the site, the group found trees equipped with restraints, a stroller, a crib, 
hair dye, and pornographic material. Inside the bunker, they found a dresser and 
two crates. The area inside was only big enough for children to fit inside. 
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Buy Book The Franklin Cover-up: Child Abuse, Satanism, and Murder in Nebraska 
Big League Politics reported that “after alerting local and federal law enforcement about 
the situation and receiving no help, Veterans on Patrol rallied local volunteers together 
to physically dig up the site.” 
The situation came to a head Sunday afternoon when, according to the group, they dug 
up a bloody knife, female underwear, and the plane ticket of a potentially missing girl 
from Seattle. The group is trying to contact the girl’s family for verification. They filmed 
the finding live on Facebook, and shortly thereafter, the police showed up and arrested 
two members of the group for trespassing. 
Interestingly, the land on which the bunker was found is reportedly owned by 
CEMEX, a multinational building materials company based in Mexico that is a 
partner of the Clinton Global Initiative and partially owned by wealth 
management firm Bronfman E.L. Rothschild L.P. 

 
Additionally, CEMEX received a $7 million contract from the Clinton Global 
Initiative, nearly two and half years after the quake, to build houses in Haiti during 
Clinton’s tenure as Secretary of State in 2012. 
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Now, here is where the connections get interesting, the CEO of Bronfman E.L. 
Rothschild is Lady Lynn Forester de Rothschild, who is both a member of the 
Council on Foreign Relations and confidante of Hillary Clinton. As 
we reported back in May 2016 during her presidential campaign, “Hillary Clinton 
attended a $100,000-a-head fundraiser hosted by none other than Lynn Forester 
de Rothschild, a prominent New York businesswoman, and supporter of Mrs. 
Clinton.” 

 
Further evidence of this close relationship between Forester De Rothschild and Clinton 
was revealed throughout 2016, when The Free Thought 
Project examined Wikileaks’ searchable archive of Clinton’s emails. 
Lynn Forester de Rothschild wrote an email on April 18, 2010, in which she tells Hillary 
she would “love to catch up” — and “I remain your loyal adoring pal.” Clinton 
responds, “let’s make that happen,” and signs her response, “Much love, H.” 
On September 23, 2010, Clinton emailed Lynn Forester de Rothschild (an email chain 
marked by heavy redaction) saying, “I was trying to reach you to tell you and Teddy that 
I asked Tony Blair to go to Israel as part of our full court press on keeping the Middle 
East negotiations going …” 
Rothschild responds, thanking Clinton for “personally reaching out to us,” and 
adds, “You are the best, and we remain your biggest fans.” 
This correspondence gives insight into how the Rothschild family works behind the 
scenes to use their enormous clout in the forwarding of a geopolitical agenda using their 
bought and paid for politicians as a means to an end. 
Ironically, the Mayor of Tuscon also happens to be named Jonathan Rothschild. 
Despite a lack of cooperation by law enforcement, and local media ceasing reporting on 
the situation, VOP is “hopeful to bring cadaver dogs on site to search the area,” 
reported BLP. 
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While it seems almost unbelievable, here is where the story gets even more convoluted 
and begins to potentially intersect with the NVIMX sex cult. The Chairman of the Board 
of Bronfman E.L. Rothschild is Matthew Bronfman, one of the heirs to the Seagram’s 
Liquor fortune: 

 
Bronfman’s sister, Clare Bronfman is the Operations Director of the Clinton-connected 
NXIVM sex cult, while his other sister, Sara Bronfman, is a Clinton Global Initiative 
member. 
In response to the recent arrests of NXIVM members Keith Raniere and Allison Mack, 
Clare Bronfman made a statement on her website denying the accusations against 
Raniere, and praising him and the NXIVM programs. 
Frank Parlato, a former NXIVM publicist-turned-whistleblower told the New York Post 
that Bronfman is among the harshest leaders in the organization. 
“She’s the enforcer—the brutal one. Clare’s running the [operation] now, and 
she’s the most ruthless of them. I’m issuing an absolute warning now. Clare 
Bronfman is a true fanatic, and if there’s a Jim Jones situation, everyone will 
commit suicide but her.” Parlato said. 
As we  reported on April 27, the majority of the funding for NXIVM, over a reported $150 
million, came from the trust funds of Seagram heiresses, Sara and Clare Bronfman. 
Their involvement with Raniere allegedly began in 2002 and has been very public and 
controversial, with other members of the Bronfman family distancing themselves from 
the sisters in the press. The Bronfman family has very close ties to the Rothschild 
banking dynasty, with members of both families belonging to many of the same 
companies, including their joint financial firm, Bronfman & Rothschild. 
Additionally, at least three high-ranking members of the organization, including Nancy 
Salzman and the Bronfman sisters, are members of Bill Clinton’s foundation, the Clinton 
Global Initiative, which requires an annual $15,000 membership fee. 
Perhaps now you can begin to see why both the news of the bunker in Tucson — with a 
Rothschild mayor — and the NVIMX sex cult’s connections to the centers of financial 
and political power are not featured front and center on CNN, MSNBC, FOX, etc. 
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Tellingly, a quick search for Allison Mack’s arrest report or charges—as reported by the 
mainstream media—will not yield any mention of children. 
Although this extremely important detail is being left out of most mainstream reports, 
one of the main charges in the criminal indictment against Raniere and Mack is sex 
trafficking of children. 
The power-elite of society use the media to pacify and control the masses, as the 

lack of attention given to these startling 
connections reveals the depths to which 
the public narrative is sculpted and 
molded by the ruling oligarchy to keep 
themselves insulated from scrutiny – and 
the truth hidden from public view. 
According to PJMedia, who reached out to 
local law enforcement, the site is under 
investigation and they are not ruling out the 
possibility of a child trafficking camp. 
Tucson police spokesperson Officer 
Hawkins responded to PJM, saying, 
“There is an active investigation that is 
ongoing.” Hawkins says that while police 
don’t think it looks like a trafficking 
camp, they aren’t ruling it out. “We 
responded to the report of the camp on 

the 29th [of May] and our last visit to the area was June 2,” he said. “Cadaver 
dogs were sent to the area and did not find anything.” 
CEMEX communicated to police that they did not want the VoP on their property and 
the veterans have removed themselves. VoP has been encouraging other searchers in 
the nearby area to find more camps that are similar, but police say they have done 
extensive searches and found nothing. “It appears to be a homeless camp or it could be 
used by border crossers, we’re not sure yet,” said Hawkins, adding that the TPD will get 
to the bottom of it. 

 
Tucson Police Chief Sued For Not Protecting Child Sex “Slave” 
By: ADI News Services August 21, 2017 Tucson Police Chief Chris Magnus is being 
sued by a woman who alleges that he failed to “stop several officers using her as a sex 
“slave” while serving in the Richmond Police Force. Magnus, current Richmond Police 
Chief Allwyn Brown, and Lt. Brian Dickerson are being sued by Jasmine Abuslin, 
according to the Independent. 
Magnus looking not so happy as Richmond Mayor Tom Butt delivers opening remarks 
at City Hall community roundtable (2015). VV 
Abuslin’s lawsuit argues that officers “are required and empowered to protect the 
weakest among us. When weak and vulnerable victims come to them for support and 
protection, they have the obligation to help, not further the horrors suffered by victims.” 

https://www.courthousenews.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Raniere-Detention-Memo.pdf
https://pjmedia.com/trending/squalid-child-sex-trafficking-camp-found-in-tucson-volunteer-vets-say/
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http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/teenage-prostitute-jasmine-abuslin-celeste-guap-bay-area-richmond-chris-magnus-chris-magnus-sex-a7902921.html


According to court 
documents, Abuslin “was 
a victim, trapped in the 
sex trade since she was 
a minor. She was 
exploited by pimps and 
made to sell her body for 
money. When the named 
Defendant Police Officers 
met Plaintiff, they were 
legally obligated to help 
her, not exploit her. 
Instead of providing her 

a way out of her exploitation, the Defendant officers continued to victimize and 
exploit a teenage girl who needed to be rescued.” 
Abuslin, who is identified as Jane Doe in the documents alleges that the “officers, 
their supervisors and city employers either directly engaged in, stood by with a 
blind eye, or acted to cover up this modern-day slavery of Jane Doe by their own 
sworn officers in order to engage in sexual acts with her. They expressly and/or 
implicitly coerced Jane Doe to continue such acts for her so-called protection. 
These acts constitute unlawful forced labor and sex trafficking amongst 
Richmond Police Department officers and have caused Jane Doe to suffer 
unimaginable abuse and pain that she and her family will endure for the rest of 
their lives.” 
Abuslin has been the victim of sexual exploitation since the age of 12, according 
to ABC news. 
https://arizonadailyindependent.com/2017/08/21/tucson-police-chief-sued-for-not-
protecting-child-sex-slave/  
Related: 
Child Rape Den Discovered On Land In Arizona Owned By Rothschild & Clinton 
Global Initiative Contractor? 
‘Veterans On Patrol’ Taking Command of Underground Bunker Full of Evidence of 
Child Sex Trafficking Near Tucson [video] 
BREAKING & Being Censored: Child Sex Trafficking Camp in Arizona Tied to 
Clintons & Rothchilds UPDATE 1 [videos] 
#OperationBackyardBrawl UPDATE 5: VOP Wants Constitutional Sheriff 
#PatriotCamp #PatriotCyberSquad 
Protected Pedo Traffickers Discovered-VOP Alpha Co/Team Pulaski-Asking for 
HELP  

 
Play: THEY DOΝ'Τ WANT ΥOU TO KNOW ABOUT THE TUSCON AZ 
UΝDERGRΟUND CΗΑMΒER OF ΗΟRRΟR 

 
Play to 7:43: TUCSON CHILD TRAFFICKING CAMP UPDATE 
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++ Play to 8:57 then 11:35 to 12:47(caution some profanity): Waiting for Sheriffs 
Department (Small child’s skull still decomposing) found VOP Alpha Co Team 
Pulaski 
More: 6/07 Latest update VOP Alpha Arizona More bones (Small child’s skull still 
decomposing) found at another location 
Play to 3:27 (caution some profanity): Multiple trailers found and more bones 
Search & Rescue VOP Alpha #OperationBackyardBrawl 
Play to 5:05 (caution some profanity): *SITREP* 6/07 VOP Alpha Arizona Veterans 
on Patrol *Search & Rescue* 
How to Bind and Loose Spirits 1/6 
Luk 9:47 And Jesus, perceiving the thought of their heart, took a child, and set 
him by him, 
Luk 9:48 And said unto them, Whosoever shall receive this child in my name 
receiveth me: and whosoever shall receive me receiveth him that sent me: for he 
that is least among you all, the same shall be great. 
Luk 9:49 And John answered and said, Master, we saw one casting out devils in 
thy name; and we forbad him, because he followeth not with us. 
Luk 9:50 And Jesus said unto him, Forbid him not: for he that is not against us is 
for us. 
Scott Johnson’s Comment: Despite all the information posted above Alex Jones 
is going out of his way to convince his listeners there is no validity to any of this; 
just like he did with Comet Ping Pong pedophile scandal!!!! Pray the Lord would 
expose all this and rescue these little ones and that every devil trying to cover 
this up be dealt with severely!!!! !!!! Alex is one of ‘them’. I am convinced of it 
now. Why would he do this unless he was not covering up for ‘them’!!!!????? 
He’s not there and has not one single reporter there. Jones is in Hawaii being an 
armchair quarterback for Satan to try to get all his listeners to ‘not look that 
way’!! Totally evil and disgusting!!! How dare that maggot try to discredit this!!! 
These are women & little children we are talking about being sexually abused and 
trafficked and the proof is overwhelming. They just found a decomposing child’s 
skull yesterday and the police don’t care & neither does Jones!!!. It is all on video 
including the child’s skull!!! I have been watching his live videos for days now 
and he is not making this up. 
VOP Alpha Co - Team Pulaski   
Mr Sawyer, https://vets4childrescue.org/  You have lied and misled the World. 
Your own words will be available for everyone to hear shortly. While you seek 
fame, money, and power... we seek justice for the children you left crying in our 
deserts.  
The World will know you soon. Precedence will be set. I record everything 
possible at all times. You better get your lies straight because a Media frenzy will 
be heading your way to keep you occupied and unable to obstruct our Search 
and Rescue Mission. 
QB takes King... Checkmate. - Lewis 
#OperationBackyardBrawl #GodReveals #LiarsExposed #ComeGetYouSome 
Connie Webber Sawman did a 180. 
I seen the original videos when he declared as Child Trafficking camp. Goes away from 
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the campsite does a 180. 
Sawman only tarnished his own Reputation. 
Debby Foster I would bet that Sawyer was threatened. Wouldn't be surprised even if 
someone close to him was threatened or even kidnapped. There is information out there 
on names behind the this sort of thing, I mean big names at the top. What people have 
called Conspiracy Theorist sites is where you can connect the dots from Cemex to 
Clintons to Rothschilds to....well you go start digging. 
Faith Prince Sawyer did it to himself. He went in and confirmed everything then left and 
now is saying VOP is lying. I’m sorry but he’s got this coming to him. I believe he came 
in to try to shut it down and discredit VOP. But you see that can’t happen when God is 
on your side and you’re telling the truth! 
Faith Prince He was called out on day 6 I believe it was and at that time confirmed it 
was a sex camp then he left. He now says it’s fake he was never a sex camp and that 
the guys are just drug addicts. He is old FBI and all he cares about is his Netflix movie. 
I’m sure he’s just a paid shill. I posted a link to a video by Bill Smith that helps explain 
Sawyer. 
Kim Sheaffer My post to Mr. Sawyer about 2 hours ago  
Sir, I asked you 2 very legitimate questions yesterday seeking to understand your 
change of opinion on what VOP found. First question was, why when you were live on 
video, walking through that newly discovered camp, did you confirm as an alleged sex 
camp and later even posted your own video reporting such findings as true. And second 
question was .. you stated your change was due to “interviewing the builder of the 
camp” .. why would you just automatically trust him after his son changed his mind 
multiple times on live video as to what the camp was used for. I asked in a polite 
manner and was not confrontational in any sense of the word. I even thanked you for 
your service and said that I support your current mission. I see that my post has now 
vanished as well as others. For this reason, you have lost all credibility with me sir… 
Play to 5:20 F word to 9:57 (caution some profanity): *SitRep VOP Arizona Desert 
Gas Cards Blessings Utilized for Mountain OP 
++ Play to 4:20: VOP Update 6-8-2018--VOP thanking the World 
2Cr 8:14  But by an equality, [that] now at this time your abundance [may be a 
supply] for their want, that their abundance also may be [a supply] for your want: 
that there may be equality:  
2Cr 8:15  As it is written, He that [had gathered] much had nothing over; and he 
that [had gathered] little had no lack.  
1Cr 16:1 ¶ Now concerning the collection for the saints, as I have given order to 
the churches of Galatia, even so do ye.  
1Cr 16:2  Upon the first [day] of the week let every one of you lay by him in store, 
as [God] hath prospered him, that there be no gatherings when I come.  
  
Rom 15:25  But now I go unto Jerusalem to minister unto the saints.  
Rom 15:26  For it hath pleased them of Macedonia and Achaia to make a certain 
contribution for the poor saints which are at Jerusalem.  
Rom 15:27  It hath pleased them verily; and their debtors they are. For if the 
Gentiles have been made partakers of their spiritual things, their duty is also to 
minister unto them in carnal things.  
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Scott Johnson’s Teaching: New Testament Giving Compared to The Old 
Testament Levitical Tithe 
Play to 5:51 then 6:08 to end: UPDATE from the Arizona Desert VOP Alpha Co 
*SITREP* 
Rom 8:31 …If God be for us, who can be against us? 
Play to bleep 10:38 to 13:30: VOP Alpha Co - Arizona Desert PM Update 2 - 6/9/18  
Play to: bleep out 3:15 to (caution some profanity): VOP Alpha Co - Arizona 
Desert PM Update 1 - 6/9/18 
Nehemiah 6:3:  "And I sent messengers unto them, saying, I am doing a great 
work, so that I cannot come down: why should the work cease, whilst I leave it, 
and come down to you?" 

Q & A regarding a lot of the recent questions that have come up: VOP Alpha Co - 
Team Pulaski Morning Update - Tuscon, AZ - 6/10/18 
VOP Alpha Co - Team Pulaski 
New find: Next to new fencing, gate, signs, Is a Trafficking Corridor that goes 

through Property owned by 
the City of Tucson is a 
Water Station set out for 
Drug Mules and Human 
Traffickers. 
We are instituting a Watch 
to include the VOP Drone 
Air Force over these. No 
one is permitted to destroy 
these Stations. Human life 
is precious. 

We support the groups setting these up and will be adding more of our own. The 
Non-Active Corridors we mapped will be pre-staged with Humanitarian Aid.  
As the Dope Corridors are displaced and locked down with manned OP's, the 
hidden trails leading out will be revealed.  
This will expose all those who participate in the trafficking of humans where rape, 
abuse, and murder is occurring.  
To the Coyotes and Underground Pedophilia Networks: Let's Brawl. 
#OperationBackyardBrawl 
--From VOP Alpha Co Team Pulaski Facebook Feeds - #OperationBackyardBrawl- 
Alpha Base (Camp Pulaski) is now open for Child Rescue Operations. 1. We are 
aware of the issues with the videos, there is not much we can do about it. But we 
do post frequently so stay tuned. 2. You can see what we are about by just 
scrolling through our page. 3. You can find our address on Bravo Base Camp 
Conklin 4. If you are not able to come here and help, it is understandable and love 
your support. You can still help by sharing. 5. Supplies and needs are posted 
depending on the day and the circumstances 6. We are aware of various articles 
going around, but thank you for having our backs. 7. We cannot always get back 
to messages quickly, so please be patient 8. Keep the faith.  
Veteran’s Group in Arizona Confronts Police on Inaction – Finds Child’s Dead 
Body While Authorities Stand By - http://medicalkidnap.com/2018/06/07/v... 
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++ VOP ALPHA needs SUPPLIES to sustain the search and rescue missions for 
children and women being trafficked and brutalized, in the Arizona desert. 
Supplies being requested: Sunscreen Electrolyte Powder Water/Coconut Water 
Trash bags Work Gloves Flashlights Batteries (All sizes) 10×10 (or larger) Pop-up 
Canopies Large Tents (Military where Possible) Paracord/Rope Heavey Duty 
Stakes Field Shovels Chem Lights Flood Lights Tarps (All sizes) Camo Netting 
Baofaeng BF-F8+ Radois/Chargers Solar Units/Batteries Camelbacks Camping 
Tents Cots/Sleeping Bags, Sand Bags 
MAIL TO: 
C/O VOP Alpha Co 
1830 E Broadway Blvd 124-336 
Tucson AZ 85719-5966 
Now it's 4... #ComeGetYouSome 

 
 
VOP Alpha Co - Team Pulaski 
June 8 at 11:02pm ·  
We have been Blessed with 3 new OP's on Private Property which require prior Military 
or LEO Personell to secure and operate. Combat Warfighters are automatically given 
priority. Full Kit with experience required to lead Security. Please text "NOOW" to 520-
500-4506 if you have a month or 2 of availability. #VOP 
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